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Speech by Mr. Herbert Morrison. The Home Secretary,
at the Diamond Jubilee meeting of the Salvation Army,
at Regent Hall, Oxford Street, London, at 7.30 p.m.

today.

The Hone Secretary, Hr, Herbert Morrison, today presided over the

Diamond Jubilee of the commencement of Salvation Any work in His Majesty
l
s

Prisons* In the course of a tribute to the work of the Salvation Any
Hr, Morrison said; ’’There is no doubt that we still have a long '.my to go

in the •’.fork of humanising our prisons. Our object must be to create an

atmosphere that •’.rill be conducive to the reform of the prisoner so that on

disc liargo he can take his place as a self-respecting member of the community.

"For the purpose of enforceing the law and protecting society there must

be deterrent punishments. But deterrence is not the only object of

punishment; its other object is to effect a change of heart, Sven in the

midst of our present troubles we cannot afford to shelve this great social

question* Let no assure you that I have it constantly in rind,”

Referring to the my in which the present mar-tine conditions have
accentuated the problems of juvenile delinquency, the Home Secretary urged
that work on behalf of juvenile offenders should be regarded as real national

service* ”We are fighting this war”
,

said Mr* Morrison, "on behalf of the

nation’s youth, and we cannot ignore the special difficulties of young people
who come before the Courts, Among these boys and iris there is a, great deal

of excellent material.

"It is greatly to the credit of the Salvation Army to have recognised

this, and to have offered a helping hand to the young offender by providing

good homes and good counsel. It is in keeping with the fine traditions of the

Salivation Army that in spite of all the difficulties of mar time, it has

found methods of expressing its sympathy with and its real understanding of

young people in thoroughly practical mys. That is just one of the many

good deeds' for which we are indebted to your great voluntary organisation.

Thank you - and pleasc carry on,"
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